Margaret Morrison Apartments 111—130: Entry Level

All Apartment Doubles

Upstairs bedrooms facing Roselawn Terrace

Downstairs bedrooms facing Courtyard
Margaret Morrison Apartments 121—130: Lower Level

All Apartment Doubles

Facing Roselawn Terrace

Facing Courtyard
Margaret Morrison Apartments 111—130: Upstairs Bedrooms
All Apartment Doubles
Facing Roselawn Terrace

Facing Courtyard
MOREWOOD GARDENS
FIFTH FLOOR

ALL MOREWOOD GARDENS ROOMS
ARE SEMI-SUITE STYLE
MOREWOOD GARDENS
SEVENTH FLOOR

ALL MOREWOOD GARDENS ROOMS
ARE SEMI-SUITE STYLE
Woodlawn Apartments
Floor 2

AS = Apartment Single
AD = Apartment Double
Woodlawn Apartments
Floor 3

AS = Apartment Single
AD = Apartment Double